Student Senate supports
curriculum petition
The A&S Student Senate, after
meeting, last Wednesday, passed a strongly-worded
resolution supporting the petition
circulated last week by the Ad
Hoc Curriculum Committee.
The Senate, in its statement,
said that it "resolves that all
theology requirements in the four
undergraduate schools should be
abolished.
"Furthermore: it resolves that
there be a significant increase in
student representation on the Educational Policy Comittees of the
four undergraduate colleges and
on the University Academic Senate.
"And thereby, we show support
for all responsible efforts to
achieve this end, especially those
of the Ad Hoc Committeefor Curriculum Reform."
The resolution was preceded by
an hour of discussion with members of the Ad Hoc Committee to
provide the Senate with information for its decision.
Besides the usual specific arguments for the demandsof the petition, the committee provided
background information on the
petition campaign. The committee
members also emphasized that a
failure to support the petition
would be a betrayal of all the
students of A&S who had signed
it.
While not all of the Senators
agreed with this, they all admitted that a statement had to be
made. Consequently, the Senate
bound themselves to either reject
or support the petition in toto.
The Senate also bound itself to
publish a position paper explaining their decision. Debate proceeded toward a straight "yes"
vote with qualifications to be
specified in the position paper.
Moderator Weston Jenks, however, noted here that a position
paper precluded any qualifying
remarks, and that such a paper
would normally consist of a
straight defense of the petition's
three points.
After a five minute recess, in
which the final statement was put
together, the Senate passed the
resolution by a vote of 7 to 2.
Throughout the debate on the
resolution, the sophomore senators, especially Sid Bowen, spoke
strongly in favor of a straight
"yes" vote. Dan Cahill (A&S 70)

a five-hour

and Bill Hurley (A&S '69) remained opposed to the petition,
casting the two negative votes.
John Rau (A&S 70) and Tony
Sullivan (A&S '69) were appointed
student representatives to the
to the Educational Policy Committee. The selection of the two
EPC marked an end to several
years of struggle.
Two years ago, the EPC rejected, the Senate's request for
representation on the grounds that
the EPC was a "faculty" committee.
After a research committee led
by Frank Dubreuil (A&S 70) presented the EPC with a paper defending their position and after a
special meeting, the EPC granted
the A&S student body two seats.

Anarchists at BC

By Terence Gaffney

Associate Editor

Over 2,500 undergraduates had signed a petition calling for the abolition of Theology
requirements, and 50 percent student membership on the Academic Senate and the Educational Policy Committees. The final results were expected to total 3,000 signatures, the
greatest response to a campaign of this sort in Boston College history. More people signed than voted for the student government constitution or in the election of the Student
Body President last Spring.
Where, how and to whom to present the petition were decided
Monday, after The Heights went
to press, at a meeting of the Ad

Hoc Committee for Curriculum
Reform, which circulated the peti-

tion. The Ad Hoc Committee
which consists of all those who
signed the petition, also selected
representatives to speak for it at
a Wednesday meeting of the Student Congress.
The Ad Hoc Committee was originally a union of small groups of
students who simultaneously hit
upon the use of a petition to unite
and involve students in the University. At an organizational meeting, Sunday Sept. 29 in Cheverus

lounge, students were assigned to

each of the men's and women's
dorms. Committee members also
volunteered to man tables in both
McElroy and Lyons, and to canvass each snack bar, table by
table.
At a meeting on Tuesday, again
in Cheverus, with twice as many
people as on Sunday, the Committee decided to release leaflets explaining the petition to students
and faculty. A decision was also
made then to meet Monday to decide tactics once the petitions
were collected.
Student government universally
endorsed "the spirit behind the
petition", but their reaction was

mixed beyond that. The A&S Senate agreed in a resolution that
Theology requirements should be
abolished, and asked for a "significant" (italics are the Senate) increase in Student membership on
the EPC and UAS.
The Student Congress decided
on a poll on Theology requirements, but did not discuss the
other demands. Mike Ryan (A&S)
70), Student Body President, said
"I support fully the general principles behind the petition, and I
would like to see large increases
in the number of students in the
Academic Senate." Ryan, however, was unable to agree with a
figure of 50 percent.

drive for Wallace

An organization of self-proclaimed student anarchists supporting Gov. George Wallace for
President is forming on campus.
Although most of their activity
is aimed at the national election,
they plan an intensive campaign
for the straw vote on campus.
They will be organizing a widespread distribution of Wallace
pamphlets, and, if possible, will
buy air time on WVBC.
The group is not affiliated with
any national group, including
Youth for Wallace. As of yet, they
have not sought recognition as an
official BC organization.
In an official statement, Steven
Sylvia (A&S 70), the spokesman
for the group, said: "We decided
to endorse the Hon. George
Corley Wallace, the former governor of the great state of Alabama,
the widower of the former governor of the great state of Alabama
(the late, great Lurleen Burns
Wallace), the next president of
the United States, and son of a
dirt farmer. We feel the election
of the Governor is most in keeping with the goals of our organization; namely, the destruction of
the two party system and a return
to the principles set forth in the
Declaration of Independence."
Although the group heartily endorses the choice of Gen. Curtis
LeMay as Gov. Wallace's running
(Continued on Page 12)

ACLU extends guidelines
for high school freedoms
New York (CPS)?The American Civil Liberties Union has extended guidelines recommended
for academic freedom on the college campus to high schools.
In a policy statement just released, the ACLU said: "If each
new generation is to acquire a
feeling for civil liberties, it can do
so only by having a chance to live
in the midst of a community
where the principles are continually exemplified. For young people, the high school should be such
a community."
The guiedlines oppose loyalty
oaths and call for the freedom to
teach controversial issues. Union
participation, including the right
to strike, is also endorsed. Teachers should 'be appointed solely on
the basis of teaching ability and
professional competence and not
dismmissed for holding and ex-

Support grows for Ad Hoc petition

pressing opinions, the statement,
says.

Teachers' rights outside the
classroom "are no less than those
of other citizens" it adds.
Rights set out for students include dre.is, access to books, assembly, publications, outside activities, and due process in disciplinary actions.
"As long as a student's appear( Continued on Page 13)
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Schonbrun confronts Senate
on student representation
By Terence Gaffney

Associate Editor

"How can the Academic Senate be representative of the whole university if only two
students are in it?"
With this question, Larry Schonbrun confronted the University Academic Senate with
its first major issue, the lack of student representation. Schonbrun was speaking at an unofficial gathering of most of the Senate immediately after the end of the first organizational meeting, Monday, Oct. 1.
During the meeting, Schonbrun
was ruled out of order by the
Very Rev. W. Seavey Joyce S.J.,
chairman of the Senate, when he
moved that each school, with the
exception of the School of Philosophy and the School of Theology,
"be allocated one elected student
representative for each elected
faculty representative." Toward
the end of the meeting, Schonbrun asked the Senators to remain to discuss the problem.
At the meeting that followed
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Cold breath of the draft
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adjournment, Schonbrun emphasized the discrepancy between the

first article of the Senate's constitution and the meager number
of student representatives.
Article I of the constitution says
the Senate is to provide "broadly
representativeparticipation in the
University." For Schonbrun, two
student senators out of a group of
44 meant little participation.
Schonbrun also warned the Senate that a refusal to redress the
imbalance would result in a loss
of the students' trust and support and, hence, a loss in Senate
effectiveness.
Dr. Richard E. Hughes said that
there was much feeling in the
Senate for increased student participation. On the other side a
senator attacked the idea because he felt students lacked
commitment to the university due
to their transitory nature.
During the preceding organiza-

tional meeting, Dr. Thomas H.

O'Connor, chairman of the history
department, was elected vice
chairman, and Dr. Mary D. Griffin was elected secretary.
Elections filled six positions on

the executive committee of the
Senate. Those winning a seat
were: Dr. John D. Donovan, Rev.
Edward M. MacKinnon S.J., Dr.
John L. Mahoney, George O'Toole,
Dr. John J. Walsh, and Dr. Donald J. White.
Fr. Joyce then appointed Rev.
Brendan C. Connoly S.J., director of libraries, as the other member of the committee.
Under the constitution the executive committee "shall prepare
the agenda for Senate meetings,
nominate chairmen and members
of the standing committees
act on behalf of the Senate in routine matters or in emergencies requiring immediate action ..."
(Continued on Page 13)
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Heights News

Briefs

Placement Sched

T Groups

Education EPC

Alpha Kappa Psi

Frat Rush

The BC Placement Office announced last week that about 200 com-

The Leadership Training Program, sponsored jointly by the
BC Guidance Office and the Office fo Student Affairs, is offering
a series of leadership weekends.

The Student Senate of the School
of Education is currently taking
applications for membership on
the school's Education Policy
Committee.Juniors who are interested may obtain the necessary
forms in Campion 115; deadline
date is Thursday, Oct. 10.

Alpha Kappa Psi, a professional
business fraternity, invites all interested sophomores and juniors
in CBA and in A&S economics
majors to its annual rush night,
Oct. 8 at 7 PM at the Chestnut
Hill Country Club.

Omega Alpha Psi, BC's professional business fraternity, will
holds its annual Rush Night, Wednesday, Oct. 9, at 7:30 PM., at the
Chestnut Hill Country Club. AM
sophomores and juniors in A&S
and CBA who are interested in
business are invited to attend.

panies and graduate schools will

be represented on campus this
year for interviews with seniors.
Oct. 8: Francis I. DnPont Co.,
looking for undergraduatesfor account, data processing, research,
management, trainees, grad students (MBA), seeking sales oriented people for account exec.
prgm., to be held at Alumni Hall.
Also, Notre Dame Grad School
of Business, group meetings to be
held at Alumni Hall, 1 PM, 2 PM,
3 PM, and 4 PM.
Oct. 14: Stanley Home Products,
interviews start at 1:30 PM for
parttime sales work at Alumni
Haß.
Oct. 15: Humble Oil and Refining, mdiv. interviewsfor non-tech,
marketing to be held at Alumni
Hall, foreign employment only if
they possess a non-immigrant
visa.
Oct. 18: Wearever Aluminum
(subsidiary Alcoa), 1 PM-4:15 PM.
Alumni Hall, individualinterviews
0 mm., film at 10:00 AM, parttime sales help.
Oct. 17: University of Maine
Law School, mdiv. interviews
start at 3:30 PM, fpr law students
only, held at Alumni Hall.
Oct. 18: Duke Law School, interviews start at 1 PM for majors
in econ., english, fin., and acc't,
government, hist., indus. managm., MBA candidates, math,
phil., psych, soc. sciences, at Alumni Hall.
In order to make appointments
for interviews, seniors must register now through Oct. 18 in the office at Alumni Hall, any day between 9 AM and 4:30 PM.

Last year LTP sponsored three
leadership weekends. This year,
in addition to the leadership week-

ends, LTP will offer weekendsfocused on human relations training.
Interested individuals and organizations may pick up application forms in the A&S Guidance
Office, Gasson 114. The program's
Steering Committee will decide
on acceptance of applications,
'based on theapplicant's reasons
for wanting to participate, and
on funds available. "Committee
fee" of $8.00 is required from each
participant.

For further information, contact one of the following: Jennie
Chin (Nur. 70) Constantina Comnenou (Grad. A&S) R. Edward
Harpin (A&S '69), Edgar F. Huse
(CBA Faculty) Weston M. Jenks,
Jr. (A&S Faculty), James L. Malone (A&S) '69), Enrico J. Mastronardi, (Ed. '70), Jane B. Moosbruker, (A&S Faculty), Ryszard A.
Obuchowicz, (A&S 70), Henry L.
Pelletier, (A&S 70), Dana Reed,
(Leslie College 70), Nancy J.
Turletes, (Nur. 70)

STUDENT-MOTHER
NEEDS BABYSITTER
Monday, Wed., Fri., 8:30-1:00.
For salary or for return care
of your Infant afternoons or
evenings. CALL 787-1002.

Middle Earth
Oct. 9
tional Club, Paul Tale.

Interna-

?

Thursday, Oct 10

?

Bob and

Carol; Florentino and Dick Ha-

becker.
Friday, Oct. 11
Larry Burgess; blues; and John Swaluck,
?

blues.

Saturday, Oct 12 Folk entertainment.
Sunday, Oct. 13
Open hoot
and auditions.
Monday, Oct 14 open.
Tuesday, Oct. 15 Firing Line
Lecture Series: W. Seavey Joyce,

MURIEL CIGARS

PRESENT

THETIPALET
EXPERIENCE

?

?

?

?

S.J. President of Boston

College.

Eng. Majors
The newly-formed Student Advisory Committee of the English
department will meet with all
English majors this afternoon
(Oct. 8) at 4:30. English majors
in the School of Education will
meet in Fulton 100; A&S English
majors will meet in Fulton 200;
and senior majors in A&S will
meet in Fulton 406.
The representatives will meet
with the chairman of the department, Dr. Richard Hughes, on
Thursday Oct 10 at 4:30 in his
office in Carney.

MIT Art
"Light 7" inaugurates MlT's

permanent collectionof contempo-

rary photography, at the institute's Hayen Gallery. Representing 75 contemparary artists,
"Light 7" focuses on "seven interpretive concepts of light," with
objective and abstract studies.
Sponsored by MlT's Committee
on the Visual Arts, the exhibit will
open on Oct. 4 from 8 to 10 P.M.
It will run until Nov. 15.
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Sullivan and Rau on EPC;
disagree on ad hoc petition
By Paul Sinclair

News Staff
John Rau (A&S 70) and Tony
(A&S '69) were appointed
to the Educational Policies Com-

Sullivan

WHICH ONE IS THE EDITOR?
John Golenski types one last
letter to his parents before leaving for Boy's Town. Photo by Peter
PudloskL

mittee of the School of Arts and
Sciences by hte Student Senate in
a meeting held last Wednesday.
A math and economics major,
John Rau has demonstrated ability in both curricular and extracurricular activities. Also a member of the honors program, Rau
has made the dean's list all four
semesters. He showed further
success, as chairman of his dorm,

Psychology Department to inaugurate
Graduate Center for Inner City Change
By Charlie Barry

News Staff
The psychology department has

tioned that anexample of where
initiated a new interdisciplinary the social scientist has collaborgraduate program intended to inated with community leaders to
tegrate social theory with pracinnovate social change was in the
tical community problems.
Supreme Court ruling concerning
The program, the Joint Comdesegregation of schools. In
the
munity?University Center for Inthis
instance social scientists
City
sponsored
by
the
Change,
ner
found,
on the basis of their reUniversity and the Roxbury Ursearch,
that segregation in schools
League,
attempt
ban
is an
to
train social scientists not solely in was unhealthy to the educational
the university, but also in the process.
Up to the present time, the procommunity.
has included mainly the
gram
The social scientist will be expected to engage in collaboration psychology department and the
Law and business schools. The
with community leaders and reCenter
received a Small Business
particular
aspects of his
late the
discipline to the human condition. Grant of $169,000 from the governIn a recent interview, Prof. ment t ohelp develop a non-violent
John Yon Felsinger, chairman of transfer of business from white
the psychology department, men- to black owners, and also to initiate more black investment in
the economy.

Students set for
chapel renovation News Analysis
Final plans for the restructuring of St. Joseph's Chapel were
unveiled by the Chapel Renova-

tion Committee last week. Cochairman Rene Durand, Edward
Giardina and Fred Fletcher
stressed that the Chapel, located
in the basement of Gonzaga
House, would be remodeled to allow closer individual involvement
in the Mass and better co-ordination between music and liturgy.
Specifically, the seating arrangement will be semi-circular
around the altar with the total
number of spaces reduced to 400.
Partitioning of some areas of the
chapel will provide lecture and
retreat rooms. The plans also
call for carpeting and wall space
for original art works by students.
The original draft presented to
Fr. Devlin, S.J., Director of Campus Development called for the
renovation to be done totally
through University funds. However, through the urging of the
committee and Fr. Hoyes, S.J.,
Boston College chaplain, all but
electrical work will be done by

The Center also received a
$130,000 grant of general support

from the Ford Foundation. With
this type of support, Prof. Yon
Felsinger felt it likely that the
program would expand to incorporate the other disciplines, especially the School of Education.
In concluding, Prof. Yon Felsinger said that the program was
concerned with a problem of great
relevance, becauset of a real
crisis has developed on account
of the failure of the social scientist to contribute to social problems.
It is hoped that this program of
cooperation with community leaders will allow the social scientist
to better contribute to the human
condition.

was designated, to let the faculty use me as an
"model house of the year." As advisor or treat me purely as a
a decision maker, he served as student."
Turning to the petition, Sullivan
actnig vice president of the Counsaid, "The problems will have to
cil of Resident Men and one of
be met." He believes that the
three executives for Orientation theology requirement should be
Week. Presently Rau is an offiabolished and that a student petition was "definitely needed."
cer of Omega Alpha Psi.
As a memberof the E.P.C., Rau
says he has two functions. First,
reps
he must demonstrate to the faculty both student responsibility
Larry Schonbrum and Paul
and reliability. Secondly, he has Lambert were named temporary
the duty to evaluate both sides of spokesmen to the University Senarguments before the committee, ate bya group of student leaders
expressing the viewpoint of the drawn from 4 to 5 graduate
students of A&S as thlir channel schools.
of communication.
The meeting was arranged by
In referring to the petition of Dr. Mclntyre upon a request of
the Ad Hoc Committee asking the Academic Senate that he,
equal representation of students along with Fr. Donovan, assist in
and faculty on the EPC's and the selection of a student repreAcademic Senate, Rau refused to sentative from the graduate
make a definite comment at this schools.
During the course of the meettime, but he did say, "More student participation is basically a ing it was recided that each
good idea."
school ought to have its own gradRau felt that students definuate senator and that increased
ately should have a respected instudent representation on the Senfluence in governing, but that ate's standing committees was in
student dominance is questionorder. It was further agreed that
able." "Two students are posfuture action will be decided folsibly too few and fifty percent
lowing the reports of Schonbrun
possibly too many." Rau afand Lambert on the Senate confirmed that if he thought the facference at Round Hill.
Student representatives at the
ulty incapable of running a unimeeting were: Larry Schonbrun,
versity, he would not be here.
Tony Sullivan, however, held President of the Student Bar Asstronger views on the subject of sociation and representative at
student representation, saying the first Senate meeting; Bradley
Coggins, S.J., president of the
that "fifty per cent is a more realistic figure." Sullivan stated that student body in the School of Sothe student membership in the cial Work; Bill Hale, President
committee was simply a matter of of the MBA club; and Paul Lambert, president of the Graduate
the "faculty appeasing their consciences," adding, "I don't expect Council of A&S.
Fitzpatrick. It

Graduate schools'
chosen
Senate

Student tenants and the community
By Jack Foley

dent market. In some of the older

News Staff

neighborhoods of the city, this

situation can be disastrous.
Another problem concerns maintenance. Landlords know that
they have a good thing going so
they are very reulctant to pour
any money back into their buildings for upkeep or repair. Therefore the buildings deteriorate
while the rent keeps going higher
story.
and higher.
The student influx into apartMany of the older tenants have
ment dwellings in certain areas placed much of the fault on the
of Boston has reached crisis procolleges themselves. They charge
portions. Landlords, beings enthat the universities are enlarging
trenched in the capitalist system, their student bodies without buildhave one motivation: profit (and ing adequate dormitories to house
more profit).
them.
This profit is obtained by the
A meeting of 800 Cambridge resexistence of a demand for their idents on Sept. 14 adopted a resocommodity. In this instance, the lution urging the local universicommodity happens to be apartties, notably MIT and Harvard,
ments, and the demand becomes "to accept the responsibility of
greater due to the increasing numhousing all their students and facber of students seeking to live ulty in a manner that does not
students.
in apartments. Commodity reaid and abet the escalation of
Durand stated that construction mains stable, demand rises, rerents or diminish the scarce supwill begin as seoon as $2,500 is sult: up goes the rent.
ply of low-income housing." The
raised to supplement the $5,000
But there's more to the story same sentiments are prevalent in
alloted by the University. A large than this object lesson in ecothe Allston-Brighton and Back
number of workers will be needed nomics. When the rents in a Bay areas, also.
to complete renovation by second neighborhood go up because of
During the summer, Joseph
semester and anyone interested in the demandsof students for apart- Smith, Director of the Allstonhelping should contact Fr. Hoye's ments the older and established Brighton Community Action Agoffice (in McElroy, opposite the residents of the neighborhood are ency, and the Allston-Brighton
book store) or phone extension also forced to pay higher rents Tenants Union succeeded in get191.
ting the Boston City Council to
in order to compete with the stuStudents in apartments, Harvard Associates, rent control, rent
strikes, Maurice Gordon, overcrowdeding, unsanitary conditions, ad infinitum. Students
who Hve in apartments are probably wondering what all the commotion is about. Well, here's the

consider the issue of rent control.
Under this system, rents would be
determined by an independent
govermental agency.
Bowing to the pressure of the
landlords, the City Council, instead of adopting rent control,
established a fifteen-member interim Tenant Review Board to
serve the following purposes:
"1) To establish a city-wide
board to act as liason between
landlord, tenants, and government
agencies. 2) To provide a tenant
controlled board that residents of
mlutiple dwellings might apply
for assistance or advice. 3) To
study all evidence of unreasonable
rent increases or 'rent gouging'
with the express purpose of taking whatever acion is necessary
to end such practices.
"4) To expose any unjust
charges of 'rent gouging' by responsible landlords. 5) To develop
and maintain a file of complaints
of rental abuses with the express
purpose of determining the seriousness of such practices." On
the board sit representatives of
universities, landlords, students,
and tenant groups.
At htesecond meeting of the
Interim Tenant Review Board,
Ted Parrish of the United South
End Settlement, a representative
of the tenants associations, and
Eliot Small and Alan Dressier,

both of Boston University and student representatives on the board,
resigned their seats and charked
that it was "killing the cause of
rent-control."
Ann Flynn, Dean of Resident
Women at Boston College, is one
of the university representatives
on the board. Dean Flynn recently completed a poll of Boston
College student apartment dwellers. The purpose of the poll was
to gain valuable information for
the Board's investigation of landlord practices.
Approximately 800 students
filled out the survey representing
about 2000 students who live in
apartments. Students were asked
such questions as how much rent
they are paying, who their landlord is, how much deposit did they
have to pay, how many people
lived in their apartments, whether
or not the landlord had made any
improvements, and whether their
apartment was in poor, good, or
modern condition. The results of
this survey should be available
next week, according to Dean
Flynn.
In the meantime, students who
are having problems with their
landlords in regard to rents or
maintenance are urged to call the
Allston-Brighton Action Center at
783-1235 or contact hte center at
143 Harvard St. in Allston.
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A cold wind blows through the halls of ivy
By Peter L. Puciloski
Managing Editor
"June graduates who have en-

rolled in graduate schools are receiving orders from Selective
Service to report for pre-induction physical examinations, and,
in increasing numbers, orders for
induction," according to Mr. Weston Jenks, chairman of the Military Contact Advisory Board of
Boston College.
The only recourse for most of
these men according to Mr. Jenks,
is to appeal to their local boards
for a temporary postponement of
induction to permit them to finish the semester.
Members of the Class of '69 are
facing imminent draft upon graduation, as the Military Selective
Service Act of 1967 abolished
graduate deferments for the first
time since 1950. Because of the
order of call to military service
from the oldest undeferred individuals to the youngest, college
graduates losing their 11-S status,
will be most vulnerable.
The average age of the draftee
in recent months has been 20 years
and 2 months, according to the
Scientific Manpower Commission.
The graduate can therefore expect
to remain a civilian only for the
length of time it takes for his
draft board to reclassify him, exhaust his appeals, prepare a
physical examination and then
order him for induction. This can
take as many as three or four
months.
The undergraduate who has not
interrupted his education continues to receive an automatic 11-S
deferment upon written request,
and is no danger of being drafted.
He should know, however, that
anyone who has requested and
received a 11-S deferment after
July 1,1967 is not eligible for IH-A

deferment.

(Anyone else supporting a natural or foster child and maintaining a family relationship with the
mother or foster mother, although
not necessarily married to her, is
eligbile for a 111-A.)
What are the alternatives available to the graduating senior? Although local draft boards retain
their autonomy and the relative
newness of the current draft law
(15 months old) means that test

cases of the provisions of the law
and of Selective Service procedures are still under appeal, there
are certain generalities that can
be made about current conditions.
There was a time when the college graduate entering the service
could reasonably presume to become an officer, but the sudden
change in policy on graduate deferments means that this nis no
longer so. Fifty thousand graduates will become officers this year,
but another 30,000 will be volunteer enlistees, and 150,0.00 to
200,000 will be drafted.
Mr. Jenks advised anyone who
is considering officer training to
begin investigating and applying
as soon as possible. Navy OCS,
for example, is currently filled
through next June, and anyone
who waits until graduation to apply will probably be drafted before he is able to enter a special
program.

Mr. Jenks also advises applying to more than one program,
as you are under no obligation

until you are sworn in. The MCAB
is available for advice on this and
all other matters pertaining to the
draft.
Entering reserves, or any National Guard program should also
be attempted at the present time,
as there are usually long waiting
periods for such units. Contact
someone at the graduate school
where you hope to go, and ask
for information about local units,
then apply to one or several posthaste.
A graduate school teaching of
research assistantship is not
grounds for a 11-A (Registrant deferred because of civilian occupation) deferment. Occupational deferments, are generally granted
only for full time employment.
You cannot get a deferment as
a teacher, for example, unless the
head of your department and the
dean certify that you are carrying
the course load of a full time faculty member and this in most
cases prevents full-time graduate
study.

Marriage and/or fatherhood, as
has been mentioned, are not per
se grounds for deferment. It is
possible, however, to obtain deferment on grounds of emotional

Half membership on councils
promised to French students
An educationalreform program
which if carried out will significantly erode centralized government control over university life
was approved last week by the
French government.
The program, the government's
answer to the massive studentworker strike last May, is considered the first significant change
in centuries in the education system of France Its passage through
the Cabinet is credited to the new
minister of education Edgar
Faure
The reforms still must be approved by Parliament; but Faure
expects passage of the message.
Implementation of
structural
changes is scheduled for February.
The major change provided for
in the program is the establishment of a governing council in
each university, to be made up of
students and professors, students
constituting "up to half" the mem-

bers. The councils will set their
own policies and procedures for
budgeting, administration, teaching methods, examinations, and
maintenance of order. The presidentof the university will be elected by the student-faculty council,
and will serve as chief administrative officer.
The reform measure also contains provisions for allowing student political activity on campus,
activity which has always been
strictly banned.
The measures will give new
power not only to students, but
also to professors, who under the
present system ofalmost complete
control from Paris had as little
voice as students in the running
of the university.
Some observers see the education reform measure as a forerunner of change in all areas of
French social and political life,
moderation of the traditional doctrine of centralized control.

or financial hardship resulting
therefrom.
"In any case," according to a
member of the Boston Draft Resistence Group, "there are 17 classifications besides I-A and numerous appeal procedures," so that
it is still possible in some cases to
remain a civilian.
The draft law also provides for
conscientious objection for those
whose "religious training and belief" are opposed to participation
in war of any sort. It does not
recognize political, social, philosophical, reasons or personal
moral codes as grounds for conscientious objection. It is extremely important in this case to
consult a draft counsellor before
taking any action at all on conscientious objection. The Military Contact Advisory Board offers advice on this.
The two major counselling services in Boston are the American
Friends Service Committee, whose
counselling offices are at 5 Longfellow Park, Cambride (Tel. 876-7939, Mon., Wed. 2-9 P.M., Fri.
2-7 P.M.) and the Boston Draft
Resistance Group, 102 Columbia
St., Cambridge, 547-8260. The latter group offers draft counselling
of any sort, with the object of
offering the individual any alternative to the draft that he can
in conscience accept.
Legal aid is available through
the Committee for Legal Research
op the Draft, located at Harvard
Law School (Tel. 876-4074).

Resistance of course, is always refused to report for induction
an alternative. Those who turn shall continue to remain liable for
shall
in their draft cards or refuse in- induction and when available
be immediately inducted."
duction are generally indicted
There are 26 groups in Canada
after periods of from several that assist people who are seekmonths to the greater part of a ing asylum, and many others
year. "Anyone who resists must throughout the world, especially
be prepared to go to jail, although in England, France, and Sweden.
this does not happen in all cases," The closest group to Boston is the
according to BDRG. Penalties Montreal Council to Aid War Reupon conviction vary with the sistors. Write to Ed or Vance,
court involved.
case of the Council, Rue dv Forte,
In San Francisco, for example, Montreal, for information.
there have been suspended senWhatever you intend to do, the
tences contingent upon civilian most important points are to beservice, similar to that normally gin planning the future now, and
substituted for miltiary service. to seek the advice of a profesWhile in Oklahoma offenders have sional counsellor, either through
been sentenced to the full five the B. C. MCAB or one of the
year term. Sentences average other groups, before taking any
two to two and one-half years, action. The complexities of Seand the offender ordinarily does lective Service law of appeal pronot serve the fult term.
cedures, and of officer contracts
The law states, however, that makes this necessary no matter
"Any registrant who has failed or what you intend to do.
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BC's recruitment methods
increase black enrollment

Lyons snack bar mixes
automation, atmosphere

The BC Food Service has added that the snack bar is purely an
By JOSEPH M. MCCARTHY
experimental measure on the part
an automated snack bar with conAsst. Director of Financial Aid
of the food service, and that there
tinental atmosphere to the camThrough the latter part of 1967, black students were sent to thirtyis no current policy or masterpus cafeteria facilities.This mechBoston College faculty members, eight educators and youth workers

anized version of a French cafe,
built at a cost of $5,000, is located
across from the more conventional cafeteria in Lyons Hall.
Mr. George Koenig, head of the
food service, stated that the new
snack bar is designed to "add
something new and exciting to the
BC campus." He felt that it had
so far received an "outstanding
reception," but he has no present
plans to renovate any of the other
BC cafeterias. He emphasized

plan to add total automation or

unusual decor to other foodservice facilities.
Although there were hopes that
the automated cafe would remain
open all night, practical problems
have made 24-hour service impossible. Chief among the obstacles
are the security risks which would
arise. The actual operating hours
are: Monday through Friday from
eight A.M. to eight P.M. and from
eight A.M. until one P.M. on
Saturdays.
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What can you
have in common with
Chester Arthur,
Calvin Coolidge,
James Garfield,
Warren Harding,

in Boston's black community. The
statement and letter were also
sent to sixty Roman Catholic
clergymen stationed in the Roxbury-Dorchester-South End area.
The most fruitful sources of
referrals were those agencies
committed to placing students in
college, the most important of
which were Boston College's Upward Bound Program, BRIDGE,
Inc., the Opening the Doors Wider
in Nursing Program (ODWIN)
and the Center for Opportunity for
Progress in Education.
These agencies were of value
not only for the number of referrals they were able to make, but
also for the professional advice
they make available to students
and the background and evalua-

TYPEWRITERS & CAMERAS
Estate liquidation! Royal portable $24.00; Under-

*

Phone

542-6882 «

»\u25a0

administrators, and students met
with members of Boston's black
community to seek ways of attracting black students to Boston
College.
In February of 1968, Reverend
Michael P. Walsh, S.J., then president of the University, created a
committee to recruit and select
black students. He also stated
that $100,000 in tuition rebates
could be assigned over a four-year
period to Greater Boston black
students admitted to the Class of
1972.
As soon as the program was officially established, copies of
Father Walsh's statement with
accompanying letters asking for
help in identifying and recruiting

wood manual $25.00; Olympia portable $48.00; Royal

Electric $75.00; other bargains. Also, fine lot of
cameras, projectors, lenses, etc. at give-away prices.
Private home. 527-0311.

were rejected,

Benjamin Harrison,
William McKinley,
Theodore Roosevelt,

and
Franklin Roosevelt?

Rapid reading skills
can cut your study time in half!

Two things. All eight men were United States Presidents and
insured by New York Life. We're proud of the fact that almost
half of the country's chief executives in the last hundred years
were New York Life policy owners. In fact, we think there's a connection between the two. Merely being insured by us is no guarantee
but it does say something about
a man will become President
his fiscal responsibility. And skill at planning. In fact, aside from
all its practical financial benefits, owning a New York Life policy
could be your first step on the campaign trail.

Have trouble keeping up with your assignments? The Read-Ability System is the
solution. You'll finish your studies sooner,
understand more of what you've read ?and
remember it longer.Call for enrollment information: 617/426-6522
fj^HP

?

Today we have a particularly attractive feature for young men. It's
called the Policy Purchase Option. If you are physically qualified
to buy a policy now
as you probably are we guarantee that
you can buy more life insurance at specified future periods to
age 40 regardless of your health. So, merely by beginning a modest
program while you are young means that you will never have to
worry about becoming uninsurable.
?

?

If you are a prospective Presidential candidate, there's another
good reason to consider New York Life. We have offices in all
fifty states. And the District of Columbial

Cyr and Duggan Assoc.
NEW YORK LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
75 Federal Street, Boston, Mass.
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tion information with which they
can supply the university.
About eight percent of referrals
were made by Boston College
Alumni, faculty, administrators
and students. Boston College also
served as a referral source for
other schools, and provided consultation to Catherie Laboure
School of Nursing, Newton College of the Sacred Heart, and The
State College at Salem in their efforts to recruit black students.
Selection of students to be admitted under this program was
made by a committee which included: Mr. Patrick H. Byrne,
Boston College, Arts and Sciences
'69; Mr. Alan Clarke, Executive
Director, I/RIDGE, Inc.; Fr. J.
Frank Devine, S.J., Assistant Professor of Theology; Mr. Rollins
Griffith, Principal, Lewis Junior
High School; Mr. Joseph M. McCarthy, Assistant Director of Financial Aid; Mr. Ulysses G. Shelton, Jr., Director, Boston College
Upward Bound Program; Fr. Edmond D. Walsh, S.J., Dean of Admissions.
This committee has been doubly
fortunate in that several of its
members represent Boston's
black community who are especially aware of the problems facing
any endeavor of this sort.
In all, 117 students were considered. Of these, seventy-five
were accepted. Twenty-seven of
the students accepetd decided not
to attend Boston College, leaving
a total of forty-eightstudents who
registered. Of the forty-two who
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twenty-three

were

referred to other schools.
Some flexibility was introduced
into the selection process. SAT
scores were given some attention,
but because of the doubtful validity of SAT scores in regard to
minority groups this attention was
not overriding. Great consideration was given the following factors:
1. Marked improvement or decline in the latter years of high
school; 2. Postgraduate courses,
if any; 3. Participation in school
and community activities; 4. Participation in ODWIN or Upward
Bound summer sessions; 5. Academic and personal evaluations
furnished by BRIDGE, Inc. or
ODWIN; 6. Personal knowledge
of the applicant by committee
members.
The students who were accepted
were provided with financial aid
according to their need. The total
amount given came to just over
$120,000 or about three percent of
the total financial aid available to
undergraduates. About forty-one
percent of this money came directly from Boston College, the
rest from the Federal Government.
A summer tutorial program was
inaugurated to augment the reading skills of some of the students
entering this probram. Mr. James
Cooper, a 1968 graduate of Williams College was hired as Program Director. He was assisted
by volunteer tutors from Boston
College's alumni, students and
faculty.

With the arrival on-campus of
Mr. Theodore Lockhart, the new
Program Director, and with formation of a committee to undertake academic planning, the
Black Talent Search Program is
structurally complete.
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Dave Flanagan

Jim Mooney

CHICAGO
In recalling the scene of the 1968 Democratic National
Convention, the impressions which remain most prominent
are those of riots, police brutality, "bossism," and a generally sour aftermath. However, the long-range analysis of the
role that this convention will play in history frightens civil
libertarians, disgusts the average American, disillusions
young activists, and raises painful questions about the substance of American democracy.
It is an accomplished fact that ticular officer acted like an una man has been nominated for balanced, mercenary thug. One
gentlemen, claiming to be a hotel
President by a major party withdetective, searched our suite for
out testing himself and his program in an open primary before "baggage thought to have been
left behind by previous occuthe people.
pants."
He was seen driving away
accomplished
fact
that
It is an
in a City of Chicago car aftera national political party has adward.
opted the policies which were

specifically and overwhelmingly
rejected by the free vote of over
ten million citizens in over a
dozen state primaries.
It is an accomplished fact that
a man who represents the least
chance for his party's victory has
been nominated for President.
It is an accomplished fact that
a Mayor and his Police Chief have
been able to regiment and restrict delegates and their staffs
at a national convention, and, by
an abuse of governmental authority, intimidate the free action of
delegates in contributing to national decisions of the highest
level.
How and Why all this happened
is far more important than proving that demonstrators or police
are responsible for the bloody
scenes that a horrified nation saw
on television.
The scene in downtownChicago
was a show of mass police force
which brutalized the emotions of
all who lived and worked in that
environment. There were at least
ten helmeted policemen at each
street corner, and the security in
hotel lobbies gave the constant
impression of an armed camp.
Police found excuses for checking
daily the rooms in the Massachusetts McCarthy suite on the thirteenth floor of the Palmer House.
Hundreds of small encounters
between individuals and overbearing police took place in the
streets and hotel lobbies. Richard
Brodsky, Massachusetts press representative,

was

questioned,

man-handled, and insulted by a
policeman until he could prove
that he was a registered guest of
the hotel. Apparently, his youthful appearance was the only provocation. As a witness to this incident, I can state that this par-

Transportation was impossible.

It is interesting to note that the
taxi and bus strike ended the day
after the convention. Delegates
were shuttled to and from the convention hall, about six miles each
way, in special busses escorted
in the front and rear by police
squad cars. It was impossible to
exercise the most casual personal
freedom in order to get a glimpse
of the Chicago slum areas. Delegate Joseph Bradley spent two
days trying to find a local Chicago
citizen who might be persuaded
to take him for a ride. He finally
succeeded.
Communications were even
worse. No telephone lines were installed in hotels, not even in delegation headquarters. Hubert Humphrey, however, was able to arrange one of the most elaborate
communications networks in history. According to the national
TV net-works, Humphrey was
able to direct the conventionfrom
his vice-presidential jet, whilecircling over Chicago at ten thousand feet.
The David Hoeh incident involved this writer most personally. As
you may recall, Mr. Hoeh, chairman of the New Hampshire delegation, demonstrated the fraudulence of the security system by
getting a "green light" from the
"electronic admission machine"
by inserting his Dartmouth College identification card instead of
his delegate pass. While showing
this to friends and newsmen, Mr.
Hoeh was grabbed by police, clubbed, handcuffed, arrested, and
taken off without his being told
where he was being taken, upon
what charges, or the names of the
arresting officers. Upon learning
of the incident, Mr. Douglas Cummings, a Massachusetts delegate

Mayor Richard J. Daley of Chicago

and attorney, and I proceeded to
the Ninth District Police Headquarters near the convention hall.
No charges had been filed against
him, and he was being held m a
back room with a New Hampshire
attorney, also a delegate.
Newsmen in the police station
were told nothing about the event.
After about an hour, a large black
limousine pulled up in front of the
station. Four plain-clothesmen
and a police lieutenant passed
through the lobby and into the
area where Mr. Hoeh was being
held. Five minutes later, the limousine was driven to the back of
the station. We followed it, and
as Mr. Hoeh was pushed into the
car, a policeman pinned me
against the wall without any explanation. Mr. Hoeh was able to
shout to me that he had not used
any force against the policemen
who grabbed and arrested him,
since he had been told that there
had been a report on television
that he had bitten one of them. He
also asked me to get this information that he had not resisted arrest to the news media as
soon as possible, since he had not
been told where he was being
taken. The limousine screeched
off and returned Mr. Hoeh to the
convention hall, where the New
Hampshire delegation had refused to cast any ballots until
their chairman's return. He

explained to me later that night
that during his detention, police
had been extremely abusive and

harsh.
This incident is a good example
of the treatment received by
scores of delegates and hundreds
of staff members during the con-

vention.
No less remarkable, then, is the
incident in which Chicago police
raided Sentaor McCarthy's personal suite at five o'clock on Friday morning on an obviously
"trumped up" excuse, beating

and arresting staff members within three doors of the Secret-Service-guarded bedroom of the Senator himself.
There can be little argument
with the assertion that the events
at the Democratic National Convention were in complete contradiction to the clearly and amply
expressed wishes of the voting
Democrats across the country.
The irresponsibility of the delegates in this matter will cause demands for nothing less than the
most extensive reforms of the
convention procedure. In the case
of Massachusetts , delegates John

Powers and Mary Fantasia, who
voted for Humphrey, violated a
state law which clearly gives the
winner of the Massachusetts presidential primary all of the delegate votes on the first ballot. The
Massachusetts' vote should have
been unanimous for Senator McCarthy. Because of their "civil
disobedience," these two delegates will face a possible one
year jail sentence for their disregard for the law. For this and
other reasons, Massachusetts has
the most democratic and enforceably representative presidential
primary in the nation.
The concept of nationallaws for
national conventions must be adopted by Congress:

Firstly, all delegates must be
directly elected by primary vote
in all fifty states, with the winner
of each state's primary receiving
all votes from the delegation on

the first convention ballot.
Secondly, it must be realized
that one national primary would
make it impossible for littleknown representatives of public
opinion to gradually become un(Continued on Page 7)
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The word has been passed to all ushers that anyone who said he was
from Mayor Daley was to be allowed In without question.
(Continued from Page 6)

Federal Troops were garrisoned in the areas of the c ity where trouble might be expected. That meant eve
rywhere. Tanks were present in town. The week under martial was a new experience for Chicago and its

visitors.

derstood and accepted. For example, the McCarthy campaign
started in New Hampshire, and a
previously unknown candidatebecame adequately exposed along
the route of presidential primaries around the nation. Democracy
must never lose the personal con-

tact between the people and the
candidates. This also makes it
possible for the public to become
acquainted with candidates over a
period of a few months. One national primary provides voters
only one final test of presidential
aspirants.
Thirdly, it should be possible
to place "referenda" on presidential primary ballots to enable vot-

ers to clearly express their opinion on important platform controversies.
Fourthly, legal immunities
should be established for delegates, similar to those granted

At this particular moment a huddle was called to decide what to do about Julian Bond's nomination. Unfor this harried crew nobody thought to check his age.

fortunately

The extent of the unrest on the part of some of the delegates was obvious to those on thefloor. They were able to get their points made
without use .«Ml_<t___.»

Congressmen during Congressional sessions. For example, elected
delegates could not be arrested,

detained, or have their freedom
of action restricted during the
convention. This would prevent m-

terference in the conduct of the
convention and in the freedom of
the delegate's activity.
Fifthly, state delegations should
be able to "instruct" their representatives to convention committees (such as committees an platform, rules, and credentials) to
prevent control of important preconvention decisions by the "secret conferences."
These reforms incorporate the
most basic principle of democracy: government by consent of
the governed. As long as the hidden power-wielders control the
selection of the presidential nominee, the American people will be
forced to languish in impotence
at the most critical level of the
political system, the choice of a
national leader.
Before the turn of the century,
Woodrow Wilson attacked the "irresponsibility" of Congressional
representation and procedure. Today the American people are faced with incredible irresponsibility
by the "representatives" who almost tyranically control the selection of the presidential candidates and national policies.

One of the first unscheduled protests was this California Delegate who burned ris credentials. At the hint
of trouble telephones all over the floor and on the podium would send in their instructions. No one knew
, ,
for sure who was on the other end, but the gusses ran fairly constant as ?-B:^ '*- '-'-*'*-*-"-''*-'-''«* 1
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Editorials:

locus

of indoctrination

The petition presently being circulated
by the "Ad Hoc Committee," a group evidently consisting of all the signers of this
petition, obviously raises the issue of the
extent to whioh student representation
and vote will be accepted on the various
EPC's and the University Academic Senate. Hovever, the first demand of the petition, the abolition of all required theology
courses, is the strongest calling card the
petition has with its potential signers. This
item is indicative of the more basic problem at Boston College and the one which
can motivate the student body to become
concerned about whether they have any
voice in forming the curriculum they
study.
Only the blind can believe that the issue
of required theology has not been a festering problem on this campus for years.
There has been consistent dissatisfaction
with the quality and the number of these
required courses. While many "secular"
campuses are experiencing a trend toward
expanded theology curricula and highly
increased student interest in theological
studies, Boston College, like most Catholic
universities and colleges, faces the climax
of long disaffection with the theology curriculum here. As of October 2, over 2,000
students have been so disaffected as to sign
a petition demanding the complete abolition of all theology requirements.
One simple fact demonstrates the basic
cause of this bad feeling. At Boston College we profess to believe that the queen
of the sciences should be the most important part of the curriculum. As a Catholic
institution of higher education, we are
committed to the idea that man's spiritual
life is the prime and final end of the entire
educative process as it is carried out here.
Yet, we do not require any theology courses of an entering non-Catholic
either
program
in the core or in the elective
offered by the department. The reason is
obvious
our core courses in "theology"
are, in general, not theology at all. They
are simply and blatantly, the fumbling at?

?

tempt to indoctrinate the Catholic student
body into the more sophisticated commandments of Catholic dogma. Unfortunately, these courses in "high octane catechetics" are generally taught by men who
have never learned the essential distinction between teaching and preaching.
If this institution pretends to be a university and not a super-huge monument to
the dead art of pious oratory, it must institute drastic changes in the theology
curriculum required of the student body.
The petition of the Ad Hoc Committee, in
its particular points, is the unreasonable
reaction to an unreasonable policy. The
first point should not be accepted literally.
However, this point and the huge number
of signers of the petition are significant
indications of the temper of the student
body toward the required theology curriculum as it new exists and cannot be ignored.
The required theology courses should
not be abolished altogether, but reduced
to one or two semesters. But the numbers
game is relatively insignificant. The primary problem is the reinstatement of theology into the core curriculum of this
Catholic university. The general issue is
the expansion of the unjustifiably narrow
view that a Catholic University is the
locus for indoctrination of the values of a
new nonexistent ethnic-religious ghetto.
Our academic departments now offer
excellent electives and many offer stimulating and relevant core programs. The
theology department, under the leadership
of afar-sighted and sensitive chairman,
has advanced centuries in its elective program
to the extent where students can
seriously major in theology at Boston
College. It is unfortunate that the majority
of thecore theology courses disgrace the
professionalism of the department, hinder
thespiritual development of the students,
and cause numerous undergraduates to
say that they have "kept the faith in spite
of the theology core."
J.D.G.
?

a calculated move
And so, "student power," a hackneyed
phrase, but also an awesome and frigthening reality, finally is becoming fashionable
hopefully responsible
at BC. Students
pushing
ones
are
for adequate representation in the affairs of the university that,
according to welcome speeches to freshmen for many years, is their university.
Thus far, legitimate methods have been
used to draw atention to desires of the students, to present plans, and to implement
these plans.
In general, the 'petition' is legitimate.
However, in the case of the now famous
petition put forth by the ad hoc committee, there is room for doubt.
The petition has three demands: 1) Abolish Theo.; 2) and 3) 50% representation
on the EPC and on the Academic Senate.
No arguments about the three demands.
They are perhaps, or perhaps not, just.
The galling thing about the petition is that,
in signing in favor of one, the subscriber
endorses all three. Obviously. Whether or
not he has a good, bad, or indifferent opinion of any one or any two of the demands,
he has signed the package deal.
?

?

.

Many have signed the petition. They, let

us hope, signed the petition with firfl knowledge. However, there is the possibility
Abolition of required Theology courses is
very attractive.
The petition, frankly, is dishonest.
Whether or not the individual signer consciously or unconsciously ignored the
other two, while signing the first, is not
the point.
Not only the student, but the administration were considered in this three-prong
sheet.
The administration will not look at the
petition and say, "My God, if all these
people want all this, why ..." Of course
not. The administration, in realistically
evaluating the number of signatures, will
discard the document as being unrepresentative of student feelings about each of the
three demands in its own right.
Petitions in general are valid. This petition is not. I would suggest that the administration ignore it, and that future petitions avoid similar tricky maneuvers.
M.J.F.

.
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mob rule
terribly bad) but if so, I hope
To the Editor:
The editorials and newspaper those who do the examining will
columns written on the events of be neither preconvinced fo its
this past summer and on this absurdity nor predisposed to mob
year's elections will well catalorule.
gue the abilities of the thinking
Sincerely yours,
man's mind. The Heights' editorWilliam M. Healy, Jr.
ial "Mace the Nation" demonstraA&S 71
tes perfectly the area of total nonsense.
Editor's Note:
The author, R.S., appears to
It must hastily be pointed out
feel throughout the editorial that that I would never refer to Richthis year's events are a show. He ard Nixon as right under any cirrefers to the "jangling farce Nacumstances. The loser referred to
tional Politics, and the plot as
in the editorial was
alas
"unmistakeably American." The
Sen. McCarthy.
obvious implication is that there
R. S.
is something intrinsically wrong
with American politics.
In his analysis of Mr. Nixon,
the author claims that Nixon is
both a loser and perhaps "right."
From this I gather he thinks it is
impossible to be a winner and to
be right. But he goes on to say
that if anyone receives a majority To the Editor:
After watching Boston College
it will be Nixon, backed by "old
walk
all over Navy last Saturday,
ladies and 'individuals' in the
I couldn't help but think of what
white middle class world of una terrific send off we gave our
reality." Now this seems to me to
team Friday afternoon. I was dissay that Nixan is likely to be both
a winner and right and that the gusted with the apathetic mood
of the crowd that gathered to see
old ladies and individuals (sarcasour team off. They represent Bostic, remember) are also right.
ton
College, and therefore repreDaley
Mayor
R. S. suggests that
and the police are "treats to steal sent the students, and I felt they
the show." I suggest that MOB deservebetter support.
At the airport Saturday night
and the Resistance are betterbets
for disruption. If we read on we the spirit was there, but the crowd
find that the author equates law was not. Approximately thirtyfive students, some wives of the
and order with fascism, neighborplayers, Fr. Hanrahan collecting
racism,
and
inhood schools with
ID's, and some curious onlookers
dividual responsibility with ignorwere all that were present. Again
ask,
is intelance. What, may I
I feel the students of Boston Colligence Yes, of course, it's mob
rule. Fear of this, I suggest, is lege can and should do better than
that.
what is driving many to Wallace,
Coach Yukica and the team
a fear of violent change, not just
should do better than that.restorl
change.
The editorial is concluded by showed what they can do, let's
give them some honest backing
suggesting thatour political sysand show themwhat wecan do.
tem should be examined. Maybe
Charles Regan CBA '70
it should (I do not feel it is so
?

Jock
Power

?
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Petition question
Dear Editor:
The outcome of the petition being circulated by the Ad Hoc Committee for Curriculum Reform is,
at this writing, yet to be discovered. Objections have been
raised, mostly semantic, concerning the petition, certainly. But the
whole idea of an Ad Hoc Committee has been questioned, too,
and this is much more significant
because it bears upon the relation
of the student to his government
and to his whole education during
his four years at this university.
If an Ad Hoc Committee is unrecognized by student government
or officials, it is virtually invalid
and impotent, however much of
its proposals are supported by the
student body at large. The question must then be raised, "If
members of the student body cannot form a committee for referendum purposes, who will fill the
gap that presently and clearly exists?"
The student handbook has this
to say about the Undergraduate
Government: "As the sole recognized voice of the students of Boston College, the UGBC dispenses
the student activity fee, provides
the school social calendar, and
hopefully will sponsor many cultural events on campus."
The Handbook also says that
"As the Boston College Community matures and the students gain
a more decisive, responsible role
in those matters effecting the
whole university, the Undergraduate government, as the voice of
the students, will become an integral and vital constituency within the total university community."

The fact is apparent that there
is no clear explanation of how
this aim, student responsibility, is
to be achieved by looking to the
activities which the UGBC presently and explicitly functions and
exists for.
It must then be assumed that
the student who wishes to take
this "decisive, responsbile role"
turn to his student Congress. But
here again, there are apparent
loopholes that even the Handbook
material really do not clarify.
The Undergraduate Congress is
described as "The center of student initiative and providing most

of the manpower for UGBC's
undertakings." This has direct
bearing on the issue of referendum by student committee.
The premise was maintained by
the group circulating this particular petition that an Ad Hoc Committee filled the vacuum that our
student government's structure
simply does not provide for: a
systemized means for clarifying
student objectives.
Members of the Committee expressed the view that if student
government did not come to us for
opinions by poll of referendum,
we are justified in going to them
to express our views. Further exploration of this position reveals
the fact that Article 11, Section 5
of the Constitution of the Undergraduate Government has this to
say: "The right to initiate legislation shall belimited to the Congressmen, the President, the
Chairman of the Executive Committee, and student initiative petitioners."
The Ad Hoc Committee certainly has no delegated authority, but

Another view

as a group of student initiative
petitioners, <t clearly deserves
recognition and consideration of
its findings. These findings simply
cannot be ignored by any body
calling itself representative.

First, I would like to take a
second to welcome you to your
president of our
new position
However, the Ad Hoc Committee university. as
approaches the whole problem of
Secondly I would like to make
finding a means to express its
apology, no tactually to you
an
findings
through delegated
but
rather through you. I did a
power or otherwise is that comthing today. I added my
foolish
mittee's problem. But the whole
name
to those of people who claim
issue of student initiatives is an
that they went to change a policy
important one and must be clarthat is over a century old, that
ified.
of four semesters of required theIf the UGBC is the "sole recogology.
nized voice of the students," it
On first thought it seemed that
must be a spokesman who wishes theology courses are not improto maintain an accurate picture of tant enough to demand every
student opinion.
Catholic student to take four of
Let the Student Government them. On further decision, I declarify for us a specific means by
cided that these courses are a
which students who wish to take necessity. Not only after graduathe "more decisive and respontion, but right now, we, as Cathsible role" they will be asked to olics, are questioned frequently.
take, may do so.
As deserving or undeserving as
Thank you.
he may be, every graduate and
Mary Chap &
student of our university is a repKathleen J. Murphy
resentative of Boston College.
Ed. 71
There are so many topics upon
which a Catholic may be ques?

?

Street walkers
Dear Editor:
I would like this letter to be an
open letter to any and all commuting students who travel some
part of the South Street-Comm.
Aye.-to campus route.
The walk from South Street and
the Comm. Aye. dorms has always been a topic of complaint
and concern. It is not only the distance, it is the inconvenience. In
past years, the girls have resorted
to hitchhiking to alleviate the
problem. This, however, is not a
solution. The well-dressed, rather
nice-looking coed, is oblivious to
the position in which she is
placing herself by standing in the
midle of Comm. Aye. thumbing.
To herself, she is merely trying
to get a ride up the hill to class,
"What else," she thinks, "could
she want?"
We, in charge of these girls, are
out to protect them this year,
despite themselves and their pleas
." We are
of "But we're just

(Ed. note: The following is a
copy of a letter sent to Very Rev.
W. Seavey Joyce, President.)
Dear Father Joyce:

tioned htat it is highly improbable
that he will familiarize himself
with the findings and opinions of
the Church.
Also, the people who have
signed this petition knew while
they were in high school that they
would be required to take four
years of theology. If they didn't,
they should have known it.
Secondly, I do understand why
students think they can demand a
portion of the authority that the
university officials have. If the officers of the school and the Board
of Trustees decide that students
should be represented on certain
boards, this is to the advantage of
the students.
If not, surely these boards
should consult wiht the student
body or their representatives before making decisions, but students need not make up one-half
of the committees that operate
the university.
Personally, I think graduates,
the alumni are more suited for
such positions.
Respectfully yours,
Joseph D. Cullinan 111,
CBA 70

Law Student Power

not only frowning on hitchhiking,
we are enforcing a no-hitchhiking
policy to the best of our ability.
We were not trying to be pickayune, we are trying to avoid
tragedy.

You, the commuting student
can help both our cause,
and the plight of the girls. We ask
that any of you who frequently
travel the route up Comm. Aye.,
either through South Street or
Foster Road, if you have room,
to please stop when you see a
group of girls obviously heading
to campus, rather than whizzing
by in an empty car plastered with
B.C. stickers.
Thank you.
body,

Sincerely,,

Ann Morrison
Resident Assistant
Kirkwood Hall

Dear Editor:
After reading the article concerned with the speech of any
Schonbrun, President of the Student Bar Association, at the aw
School, I felt compelled to write
and discuss some of Mr. Schonbrun's comments in last week's
Heights. First, I would like to
know if the students on the other
parts of this campus have the
same or similar problems in faculty response to student requests
that we at the Law School encounter. At the Law School, we have
been attempting to produce
manges in th edegree presented
upon graduation, the grading system, the library system, the
physical problems of our school,
etc., etc., etc. On all of these issues we have received inadequate
responses, and in some (the academic day of conscience? for ex-

we have been ignored.
I originally referred to these
problems as requests made by the
student body. As has been seen at
Berkeley, Columbia, and other institutions in recent years, unresponded to requests soon turn into
demands, for when one finds the
system unresponsive through the
normal channels, ti becomes inevitable that new channels and
means for action must be developed. I assume that other parts
of this campus have run into similar problems, and feel that the
time has come for students in this
school to gain a voice in their affairs, for I would be most disapample)

pointed

if requests were

trans\u25a0_,

formed into demands through ar
unresponsive faculty and admin
istration.
Alan Silberberg
II Year Law Student

..

Janitor Power
To the Editor:
Mr. Schonbrun is to be congratulated for attempting to introduce
the freshman class of the law
school to some of the realities of
law student life. His speech was
surely an improvement over the
usual "we're all one, big, happy
family" welcoming speech.
One finds, at the law school,
classes with nearly one hundred
students in them. This makes it
most difficult for a student to engage in the type of dialogue with
a teacher that would seem to be
essential to proper instruction.
One finds an administration
whose basic belief would seem to
be that students are to be seen
but not heard outside of classes.
One finds that a so-called "free"
elective system has been introduced for those beyond the first
year, ounds pretty good, nun
student power and all that
ex?

?

cept that by neatly dividing

the

second year into sections, it has
been made most difficult for a
second year student to take much
besides what was formerly required.

One finds a library whose facilities are totally inadequate. A
new wing is to be added one of
these days and will increase the
capacity of the library. Meanwhile, one would settle for a few
fans and adequate lighting and a
few additional hours of the library
being open.
Actually, if you really want to
get down to it, sometimes it is
a close question as to whether the
school is being run for the students or for the janitors.
Sincerely yours,
Seth Shenfield
2nd year law student
Apt. 2
244 Kelton St.
Allston

IS O'CONNELL HALL GOING TO POT?

Actually, the toilet and wash room facilities in O'Con nell are prime examples of atrophied hygienic technology. Unfortunately, while the baths of O'Connell would make fine additions to the Museum of Fin Arts
collection of ancient furniture, the residents of O'Con nell House would appreciate more functional facili
ties. Photo by Ken Gorman
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ELECT
Your Homecoming

Queen 1968

and Her Court
Vote Today at the Quadrangle Tent
Photos by Roger Pellesier

MARY CONWAY

KATHY MAGUHiE

SUE BUDASSI

MAUREEN NALLY

MAUREEN O-KEEFE
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JOANNE HARRINGTON

MARY LOU GOODYEAR

GAIL CARNEGIE

NANCY KELLY

JANET PIZA
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Funny

Girl: A Star's Medium

Wallace:
(Continued from Page 1)
mate ("What the Wallace ticket
needed was a good militarist"),
they would also have accepted
either Mayor Richard Daley or
Muhammed Ali as the vice-presidential candidate.
The group would also like to see
Louise Day Hicks as First Lady
ad Sen. Strom Thurmond as Chief

Bisbee
Film Critic
No matter how effective a film's photography is, ill-adapted stage scenes come off looking ridiculous on the screen.
This is the problem of stage material not effectively translated into film. Funny Girl falls into this problem again and
again.
Normal stage effects look fake on film. Often, a stage number that takes full advantage of the cinematic medium will
not come off in the context of the dramatic progression of the story.
And when the film ends with
not to say that he is a bad actor.
Either the photography (as in He reserves techniques only halfthat
and
Ziegfield
It
is
Barbra
possible
for
the
dramatic
Streisand walking onto Justice of the Supreme Court.
way
stage
Sound of Music) or the
atcreative
During the last two weeks, they
alike.
Pidgeon were indeed much
mosphere (as in South Pacific) sequences.
the stage with lights in the posiundistingkept in constant communicais
have
performance
"People"
But
his
sings
When Streisand
can obtrude and destroy what is
tion of the audience and lets her tion
not
with the governor's headsing
Sharif,
she
does
at
uished.
to
a delicate balance indeed.
voice
definally
unrestrained
quarters
in Montgomery, Ala. by
same,
follows
the
script
The
him, but saves the full range of
The imbalance Director Wilclare "I am his forever," this frequent telephone and telegraph
of
musimany
trite
familiar
develop
her
voice
for
when
she
is
turnlines
Wyler
liam
allowed to
theme is resolved.
messages.
cals. Once again the musical comshould have been expectedin light ed from him.
the
screen
to
Free Wallace literature is now
a
vehicle
for
The
dissolves
black
edy
switches
becomes
Wyler
However,
the
of his unfamiliaritywith the musand the audience is not given the available in their headquarters in
music contained within it.
ical format.
camera to a shot of Sharif standWilliams 322.
But again, Streisand saves the comfort of a"The End" title.
In generalhowever, Funny Girl ing and watching, as if conversainto
a
falling
great
film
from
too
is
alwere
in
order.
succeeds. This success
due
tion
Sharif can do nothing, because fault. She interjects strong charmost totally to Barbra Streisand.
In a medium often thought of the stage should properly be acterization that saves several
Streisand's. (It's like having a familiar lines and situations from
as belonging to idrectors, Streisand is thefilm. She brings to her close-up on Ophelia in the middle banality.
Fanny Brice, as interpreted by
role zest, exuberance, life and of Hamlet's solioquy.)
Wyler, trying to invest the stage Streisand, is painfully aware Of
warmth.
medium with the conventions of both her ugliness and Jewishness
She demonstrates an understanding and a talent that reaches the cinema, effects a distracting in a world of chic glitter. Her
sequence in what should be one of comedy becomes her defense as
out and encompasses the pedesshe stands to face what is for her
trian plotting and the familiar the most intimate in the film.
Wyler does live up to his repua terrifying world.
stage settings. She transforms
"I'm a bagel," she sums hertheotherwise fair-to-good acting tation in the dramatic sequences.
that surrounds her into something In such scenes as Streisand in self up as to her first friend in
her garden running to welcome the theatre. Lfie is a constant
rarer a fine musical.
As the film opens, Streisand (as
home the long absent Arnstein, mock out. Mirrors and cameras
he is a master of the camera.
are always for mugging. ReportFanny Brice) is walking under
ers questioning her baout the ardisapArnstein,
aflame
with
her
As
Sharif
is
marquee
the
pointing. He maintains the same rest of her husband will be ansname. She portrays a lonely figure to whom it can have no more smile, the same bland coolness wered with jokes.
_F__e
_-fl
Finally, there is the question cf
meaning. We are familiarwith the through-out the entire film. rGantsituation. We have seen that old ed that the enigmatic quality is love and need, and for those questions there are no defense, only
stage door, the guard and the part of the character he is portruth. This, if anything, is the
traying, still this is only one dimhoofers before.
lends
it
ension
of
Arnstein
hemust
show.
theme of the film.
But Streisand
some__\u25a0\u25a0 _\u25a0__!
Bl
Where Streisand's Brice is subthing it lacked before. She has
-__ji;M
H_H
varied,
Arnstein
grace
ease and
and moves freetle and
Sharif's
__P_H
_&-___
ly within the tight environment. is shallow and unbelievable.
_r^_E
;:
:
Twice he tries to sing with StreisHalfway between ugly duckling
and, but this is a mistake. He has
and beautiful swan, her performance is poignant, sharp and true. neither the voice nor the ability
___3___i
_p£
:
Director Wyler, on the other to project.
_K___ Bj:|:;.;::::::;.
s^ss______
from any photo
Walter Pidgeon adds his strikhand, has trouble in manipulating
the material. He has fallen back ing performance of Walter Pidgeon disguised as Florenz Ziegonto conventional shots and comBy Dana

-

Giant
Poster

positions for his musical numbers.

__T''___

b4_t

field to his list of credits. This is

:
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Introduces the new look
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POSTER-MART, P.O. Box 165,
Woodside, N.Y. 11377. Enclose $1.95
cash, check, or money order (no
C.OD.'s). Add sales tax where applicable.
Poster rolled and mailed (postpaid) in sturdy tube. Original material returned undamaged. Satisfaction
guaranteed.

Get a
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Tot Stapler

Enjoy the long, lean Levi's look in a rugged
homespun weave that never needs ironing.
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Larger size CUB Desk
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Schonbrun
tors could meet each other and
exchange ideas.

(Continued from Page 1)
Besides Fr. Connoly and the
six elected members, Fr. Joyce
as president of BC and Fr. Donovan as senior vice president are
also members.
Schonbrun's claim to represent
the graduate students was disputed during the meeting, since
graduate students of the College
of Arts and Sciences had had no
part in his selection. This was due
to the non-existence of any organization speaking for all graduate students.
The Senate then passed a resolution asking Fr. Donovan and Dr.
Mclntyre to work with the graduate students so that a representative for all graduate students
could be found.
A weekend at Round Hill was
also approved in order that Sena-

The University Academic Senate, according to its .constitution,
"shall have general authority
over, and responsibility in, academic matters concerning the
University as a whole."
Its resolutions become "effective forthwith if the president and
two-thirds of the members present vote for its immediate implementation. Otherwise the effective
date of any resolution passed by
the Senate shall be no more than
ninety days after its enactment."
Since the Senate has more then
forty members already, and only
two general meetings a semester
are required, most of the work
of the Senate will be done by the
standing committees.

The Beatles revolt

ACLU
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educational process, or constitute
a threat to safety, it should be of
no concern to the school," ACLU
said. A student is entitled to a
formal hearing and right to appeal when serious infractions of
rules are involved, it argues.
"No student should suffer any
hurt or penalty for any idea he
expresses
the statement
continues. "There should be no
interference with the wearing of
buttons, badges, armbands, or insignia on the grounds that the
message may be unpopular."
"The onus of decision as to the
content of a publication should be
placed clearly on the student editorial board.
"The right to an education
should not be abrogated because
of marriage or pregnancy unless
there is compelling evidence that
the student's presence
does,
in fact, disrupt or impair the educational process for other students."
The ACLU considers the academic freedoms set forth in the
statement to be more than a line
of defense. They are, it says,
"positive elements in the educational process of a democracy."
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student movement who have been
demanding that they say something.

"You say you want a revolution" the Beatles begin in htis
first release under their own firm
label "Apple." Then they sing,
"Well, you know we all want to
change the world."
So far, so good. The second
line is without grounds for dispute, too. "You tell me that's
evolution, well you know, we all
want to change the world."
Even the first refrain is within
the line of politicos' reasoning:
"But when you talk about destruction, don't you know you can
count me out."
That last bit is where the
trouble begins. You can see the
activists dropping away wholesale. How can you make omelets
without breaking eggs?
Then the lads go on, "You say
you've got a real solution, well,
you know we'd all love to see the
plan," indicating that at least
they'll listen. Then they add
something which speaks directly

jpi?

_pif

\u25a0
___!

The Beatles have finally dealt
directly with the American radicals politicos and activists of the

1
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By Ralph J. Gleason
Liberation News Service

(Continued from Page 1)
ance does not, in fact, disrupt the
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CLASS Rings
JUNIORS AND SENIORS ON:

to a lot of people and their attempts to get the Beatles to do
something. "You can ask me for
a contribution, well, you know we
are doin what we can." And
then theyadd a JoanBaez capper,
"but if you want money for people
with minds that hate, all I can
tell you Is brother you have to
wait." The final verse really
does it. "You say you'll change
the constitution, well, you know
we all want to change your
head."
"You tell me it's the institution,
well, you know, you better feed
your mind instead.
"But if you go carryin' pictures
of Chairman Mao, you ain't gonna
make with anyone anyhow.
"
So much for that. The echo
which the Beatles stick into the
space between the verses carries
the distinct refrain "Don't you
know it's gonna be allllll-right...
alllright?" and in the closing moments the word" allright" is repeated eight times.
This song is the first one the
Beatles seem to have directed
towards Americans, specifically
student activists, Beatles fans all.
And the American activists are
going to have to deal with this
if they insist on the idea that the
Beatles embody the youth movement and that the movement is
by radical definitions revolutionary.
They will also have to deal with
what Paul McCartney told a reporter in the New Musical Express while discussing Apple's
plans for help to creative people
as opposed to giving the money
to help, say, cripples:
"Cripples are not necessarily
having a hard time of it," McCartney said. "And even if they are

..

a hard time of it, it's their
hard time. R is, man. R doesn't
matter what you say about helping cripples or India.
there's
no way to pour millions into India
and make India all right."
"No. Starvation in India doesn't
having
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9:30 AM TO 3:30 PM IN THE BOOKSTORE.

if you smoKE cigarettes you que
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THE COMPANY GUARANTEES DELIVERY,
DECEMBER 11
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worry you," he told the reported,
"if you're honest. You just pose.
You don't even know it exists.
You've only seen the Oxfam ads.
You can't pretend to me that an

Oxfam ad can reach down into
the depths of your soul and actually mage you feel for the people any more, for instance, than
you feel about getting a new car.
If it comes to a tossup, you'd get
a new car. And don't say you
wouldn't, because that's the scene,
with you and most people.
"The point is also, 'Do you
really feel for Vietnam?' and the
answers are the same."
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BC's Bennett named All-East
after big Navy offensive show

Eagle foes busy this week

by Tom Burke

Sports Staff
much
more
can be said about Dave Bennett's
Not too
Navy
coup. His three touchdowns, one
efforts in the 49-15
through the air and two by the land route, plus an all-around
sparkling effort, earned BC's 6' 1" senior flash from Andover a well-deserved berth on the All-ECAC weekly team.
But, with typical modesty, Dave prefers to spread the credit
around.
"I didn't put myself on the finish out my four years at BC",
team", he says."The whole team he declares with emphasis.
made such a great effort. The
blocking we had was especially
fantastic. We just overpowered
them from the first play of the

Saturday's games include BC?
illanova at Alumni Staduim; next
week's opponent, Tulane, at Florida; and Perm State at UCLA.
The Villanova game will be the
thirty-third in a series of which
the Eagles claim twenty victories,
their last at Villanova (27-24) last
fall.
Tulane opened the year with
disasters at Houston (54-7) and
Texas A&M (35-3), and will not be
favored to improve that record
against the 'Gators at Gainesville.
Larry Smith and Jackie Eckdahl

game."

It wasn't exactly the first play,
but Bennett's 87-yard touchdown
run in the first period literally

too**
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ginia.
The Lions lost halfback Bob
Campbell for the season with a
shoulder separation in the KSU

Cross staggers to Colgate.
Navy?remember Navy; meets
Air Force at Chicago, while Buffalo plays Delaware at Buffalo.

**

-_?

took the wind out of the Middies'
sails. Any time you can score
from deep in your own territory,
you're bound to do some effective demoralizing. But Bennett
doesn't lightly brush off the Navy

team.

"There's no doubt in my mind
that we were the superior team
from the word go", he says. "But
that score belies the quality of
the Navy defense. Take the Perm

State?Navy game, for example.
The score was 31-6, but Perm State
had only one sustained offensive
drive the whole game. Navy is
no push-over, by any means."
speaks quite

the Heights.
"Well. I've stayed fairly free of
injuries, except for a shoulder
separation in my sophomore year.
That put me out for six games.
But this year I'm playing under
the best coaching I ever had."
Bennett says he hasn't been
thinking of pro football or even
of his career beyond BC. "The
only thing on my mind now is to

If you want a career with all the growingroom in the world, we
have a suggestion.
Start with Humble and you start with the company that supplies
more petroleum energy than any other U.S. oil company. We're
literally No. 1 America's Leading Energy Company.
Start with Humble and you start with the principal U.S. affiliate of
Standard Oil Company (New Jersey) with its 300 worldwide affiliates.
So your advancement can be intercompany as well as intracompany, worldwide as well as domestic!
Look into Humbles wide-scope careers in exploration, production,
transportation, manufacturing, marketing and research
and the
management of all these. We have immediate openings for people
in practically all disciplines and at all degree levels.
We'll stretch your capabilities. Put you on your own a little too
soon. Get the best you can give. But you'll always be glad you
didn't settle for anything less than No. 1. See us on campus soon.
?

?

Help Wanted
Part Time Sales College
Student Call on merchants
Dignified essential product
High commission.
?

CALL 734-5400 anytime
Ask for Mr. Heap

AHIIII-DlO Oil & Refining Company
America's Leading Energy Company

A Plans for

Progress

unexperienced qb

game

season wins against Florida State Charlie Burkhart has taken a
while to master the reins. With
and Air Force.
their usual cast of talent and a
Perm State rides a ten-game much-improved Pittman, the
streak into L.A. Coliseum to meet Lions can win anyway.
the Beban-less Bruins of Tommy
In other opponent games, VMI
Prothro. Ted Kwalick and Charhosts West Virginia at Roanoke,
lie Pittman paced the Nittany Va.; California braves Michie
Lions to victories over Navy Stadium to play rAmy; UMass ni(31-6), Kasas State, and West Virvades BU's home turf and Holy

Dave Bennett

About future opponents, Bennett
laconically and for
the here and now. "No doubt that
Buffalo will be a tough game",
he says. "But we just try to play
the games one at a time. We'll
worry about the rest of our opponents later."
With his 158 yards in 17 carries,
Bennett has already surpassed his
1967 totals of 101 yards on 44 carries. He's also shown that he can
catch the ball, snaring two passes
for 17 yards in the Navy game,
ast year he bagged 10 tosses for
125 yards. Heading, apparently,
for his best year yet, Dave reflects on his past three years at

,and

paced the Florida offense to early-

Company and an Equal Opportunity Employer
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'68 Lacrossemen optimistic

Jim O'Reilly

ACADEMIC JOCKS

By Bill Fogarty
Sports Staff

If you've just arrived at BC, you probably aren't sure about who's
on the campus.
What's "baggataway"?' It's the oldest sport in America.
Perhaps you weren't scouted in high school, offered a free college habitants of this continent, the Indians, who named it.
...
...
.
..
education, or preselected for membership in an exclusive campus
It's also the fastest outdoor
group on the basis of your high-school performance. But some people
field sport in the world. The game
have been so selected.
has grown enormously in popularThere's a certain class of student on campus, almost a clique, with ity over the past few years, and
the inherent prestige and influence that comes from a degree of sepnow "foaggataway", commonly
aration from the majority of the student body.
known as lacrosse, boasts of being
This group sits together in the caf. congregates as a group most the national summer sport of
Canada.
evenings and maintains an aura of the elite.
Despite its antiquity, lacrosse
But they can't dribble a basketball ten feet. They'd last five seconds as offensive linemen. They aren't athletically worth the price of is a new arival on the BC sports
a program. These are the "intelligentsa" of the campus, if you will, scene. Its integration into the
the academic jocks" of BC. An elite unto themselves, they're here to athletic program as a club came
score College Bowl points, to win NSF fellowships, and pass on Grad about three years ago.
Record Exams.
This spring sport has just beAn absurd comparison with the athletes on campus? No, not gun its fail practice sessions with
really. For years, the image of the scholar-athlete on the Heights has
more optimism than in any of its
been a small-scale parody of Joe Namath at Alabama's country club. preceding seasons. New uniforms,
The "jock faction" at BC
as it was labelled met with as much paid for by the players them
condescension as ridicule from students who spent their college selves, have added spark to their
careers 'tween middle campus and parking lot. The brain trust of the mounting excitementand anticipa«elf-styled campus leaders put athletics below every other student tion.
activity in rank of prestige.
Captain and coach Gerry CarIn this respect, 1967-458 was a revelation, though a quiet one. Many roll feels that the lacrosse club is
of BC's alumni became actively interested in the school; many of the facing its toughest season ever.
most successful alumni, indeed, had at one time themselves been inProbable spring opponents of the TRYING TO
BAGGATAWAY
volved with BC athletics. The football season went badly; the alumni BC eleven include Brandeis, Lowfrom a defender is one of BC's
pressured for a change in coaches. The basketball and hockey teams
Tech,
Babson,
and
and
ell
an
went to NCAA tournaments; the Bald Eagles turned out in increasing eagerly-awaited Southern trip to lacrossemen during recent drills.
Photo by Ed Amento.
numbers to cheer them on.
the heart of lacrosse country
So much for the alumni. The students began to realize that condifor the game of the season against tion, the Eagles arelooking fortions were changing. The captain of the football team posted a 90 Georgetown. Carroll is presently
ward to a successful season. "We
average. The basketball roster was dotted with dean's list students. working
details for a couout
the
should win at least seventy perCBA, the erstwhile "weak sister" of the academic campus, gained
ple of games at the conclusion of
of our games and we could
considerably in prestige and quality under the new admisintration.
the fall session, possibly against cent
This is 1968; the student-athlete is not merely here to do a job, Brandeis and Norwich.
take them all!., exclaimed Carearn his keep, and move on. With Joe Yukica and Bob Cousy on hand
In spite of the rugged opposi- roll. "We lost only three starters
in Roberts, the image of the "jock" is eroding. Boston College's invesment of time and money in less-advantaged student-athletes has
paid great dividends, man for man, graduate for graduate.
By informal count last spring, there were more beards visible on
campus than grey T-shirts, more picketers than pass-receivers. If
The Boston College Athletic Association will soon come
these Eagles of the academic world were surveyed in terms of under the administrative organization of the Vice-President
contribution to BC's image we might well take issue with their sense
for Student Affairs, Dr. James Mclntyre.
of the elite.
This University is first and foremost a community of participants;
While the details are as yet unclear, the previously
the very broad modern definition of this "educational process" in
which we're involved has room for all sorts of people, all sorts of autonomous BCAA will be now a part of the overall responcontribution and participation.
sibility of Student Affairs, the office which now co-ordinates
The dichotomy of roles between "student" and athlete can't be Admissions, Financial Aids, and the Office of Student Perused as an excuse for intellectual snobbery by any one in the com-

.
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AA now in Student

Affairs

sonnel Services.
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WE THE CLASS OF '72 WISH TO EXPRESS OUR SINCERE THANKS
TO ALL THOSE OF THE FACULTY AND STUDENT BODY WHO MADE
OUR ORIENTATION WEEK SUCH AN ENLIGHTENING EXPERIENCE.

WE CERTAINLY HOPE TO BE ABLE TO UPHOLD THE HIGH TRADITION
SET UP BY THE GRADUATING CLASSES. AT THIS TIME WE WISH TO
WELCOME VERY REV. SEAVEY JOYCE, S.J., AS PRESIDENT OF OUR
UNIVERSITY AND HOPE THAT HIS YEARS AS PRESIDENT WILL BE

HAPPY AND FRUITFUL.

It dates back to the first inthrough graduation, so most of
us will be returning veterans."
The loss of last year's leading
scorer, Paul Lenardson, may hurt
a little, but both the second and
third leading scorers Ken Ciak
(8 goals, 2 assists) and Tony Garofalo (5 goals, 2 assists)
are
returning.
Carroll is very high on Ciak,
who is only a sophomore this
year. Complementing Ciak is another soph, Reg Moroun, whose
stickwork is comparable to that
of anyone on the team.
The rest of the attack, which is
similar to hockey's wing and center positions, is stocked with veterans, Wes Wallace, Steve Malloy,
Don Zak, Tom Noonan, Walt Glennon, John Dolan, Brian Hayes,
and Jim Deveney, all experienced,
will be battling for starting berths
The defense is a combination of
strength and speed. Captain Carroll (200 lbs.), Tom Donohue (215)
tk-w?a*.-*

m«i^.,

n 4iA«

«A
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?

and newcomer Larry Giannino
(200) provide the muscle, while
Tom Kerr and Greg McDonald
are the speedsters. Doug Welch,

a clutch man around the crease,
rounds out the defense.
George Stanley and Stan WWasowski will share equal time in
the goal as they did last year.
But the lacrosse club does have
problems
financial problems.
?

Desperate for funds, the club has
placed a request with the finan-

cial committee of the Undergraduate Government.
The decision of this committee
will determine the future of BC
lacrosse or lack of it. With the
vigorous attitude of the players,
the sacrifices of Gerry Carroll,
and the enthusiasm "baggataway" is generating, the committee should not refuse to give them
a well-deserved boost.
?
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Harris and Bennett leadBC
to 31-12 Buffalo stampede
By Bill Fogarty
Sports Staff

Sophomore quarterback "Red" Harris, d isplaying the poise and perfection of a seasoned veteran, led the BC football team to a 31-12 victory over a tenacious University of Buffalo eleven last Saturday. 19,200 wind-chilled fans, the largest Alumni Stadium crowd in
quite a while, witnessed the annihilation of any thoughts that the Eagles' opening win against Navy had been a fluke.
Senior halfback Dave Bennett the Eagles a chance to move on brought the ball inside the BC
scored- all four BC touchdowns, the ground. The team pushed the five; UB fullback Joe Zelmanski
and Gary Dancewicz, John SalBulls down the field and the drive finally rammed across the gold
ended when Harris rifled a permon, and John itzgerald combinstripe. An atempted two-point conBuffalo
passes
intercept
ed to
five
version failed and the score stood
Joe Yukica's boys received
at 24-12.
The Eagles final tally came on
a sixteen yard picture pass from
Harris to Bennett. Gallavin's
seventh point completed the scor-

their first scoring opportunity following Dancewicz's first interception. After driving to the UB
eighteen yard line, the offensive

attack stalled and Bob Gallivan's
field goal attempt was wide. Six
plays later, Bennett brought the
Eagles right back with a brilliant
forty-nine yard gallop, setting the
stage for Gallavan's second try
which split the uprights.
It was the second period that
Harris came in to steal the show.
He promptly found end Barry Gallup for a fourteen yard gain, and
almost hit paydirt when Steve
Kives made a great catch and
squirmed to within a yard of the
goal-line. Bennett then banged in
for his first TD. Gallivan's extra
point made it 10-0.
Buffalo followed the kickoff
with some fireworks of their own.
Quarterback Denny Mason displayed his superb passing form
by hitting both of his ends. Dick
Ashley and Paul Lang. Fullback
Joe Zelmanski tightened .the contest by diving his way in for the
score. The extra point kick failed leaving Coach "Doc" Ulrich's
team four points down.
The start of the second half was
marred by a rare delay of game
penalty which forced UB to kick
off from their own twenty-five.
After two quick turnovers, Harris
took command and methodically
picked the Bulls' defense apart.
His passing loosened up the
visitor's stingy defense, and gave

ing.

Frank Harris
fectly timed, touchdown strike to

Bennett. Gallivan added the PAT,
making it 17-6.
It then appeared that the Mason-Ashley combination might
turn the tide. Twice more in the
same quarter, Buffalo penetrated
deep into home territory with
their aerial attack, but the tough
BC defense held on both occasions.
Harris broke the game open by
engineering an eighty-five yard
drive, highlighted by a spectacular, one-handed grab by Gallup. The march cluminated when
Bennett blasted off tackle for the
TD.
In the final period, the never
say-die Mason passed the visitors to the doorstep again at the
two yard line, only to be denied
by the Eagles' defensive line.
Following a third down, end zone
punt by Mike Robertson, the undaunted M as o n-to-Ashley duo

Villanova, 2-1, visits Eagles
for Saturday's Homecoming

This may be the biggest Homecoming Saturday in BC's history. Sure, they've had
queens crowned before, and good football games; but this year, they're bringing in a
Mountain.
Richie Moore, the "Mountain", to his Villanova football team-mates, is a 6' 7", 290-pound Ohioan whose able defensive tackle work plays a key role in the strategy of the
Wildcats, BC's next opponent.

With Moore and quarterback
John Sodaski featured, the Cats
have run up wins against VMI and
Delaware in recent weeks to offset a 45-21 defeat in their Toledo

Navy (49-15) and Buffalo (31-12),

the new-look BC offensive and defensive elevens have proven themselves ready for a resurgence to
teh status of an Eastern power.
To beat Villanova will be another
step.

By Tony Sullivan
Sports Staff

Rich Moore

footed kicker, ruined the Cats' '67
Homecoming Day with a twentyfive yard field goal with 0:25 showing on the clock.
Sodaski, a tough (6-2, 200) linebacker in that game has filled in
admirably at qb this year, earning a top-ten national rating for
total offense in the first two games
of the year.
Sodaski can run well, too, but
he more often prefers captain
and halfback Frank Boal (5-9,170)
to lug the ball. Boal, Billy and
Mark Kirkland are relatively
small for running backs, but they
have done a good job so far.
Prize receiver of Villanova's
aerial attack is Tom Boyd, a 6-1
candidate for All-East honors. He
and tight end Chuck D'Agostini
split the long and short receiving
duties.
Moore is the anchor of Villanova's inside defense, sealing off
most of the opponents' ground
game with the assistance of line-

...

mate John Treacy (6-2, 245).
Bill Brannan, a quick 213-lb
linebacker, and 5-9 safety Dino
Folino are the only sophs to make
the efficient and experienced
group behind the line.
After impressive victories over

Redmen pin 8-0 shutout on
winless BC soccer team

opener. They'll be after an upset this Saturday to avenge last
fall's 27-24 BC victory at Villanova
Bob Gallivan, the Eagles' left-

DON'T LEAVE NOW, KEN
says Eagles linebacker Jim King, as
he relieves Buffalo's Ken Rutkowski of his daylight in the first quarter.
Photo by D. Flanagan.

...

DENNY, MEET JACK
BC tackle John Fitzgerald (76) leads the
welcoming party for UB quarterbackDennis Mason. In hot pursuit are
Paul Cavanaugh (84), Jim King (58), and Jim O'Shea. Photo by X,
Gorman.

Seniors Kip Curtin and Peter
Gingrass will represent Boston
College in tennis Saturday, at
the Anual Brandeis Intercollegiate Invitational Meet at Waltham.

The University of Massachusetts soccer team handed the Eagles'
booters their worst loss in the two-year history of the team last Friday, defeating the BC contingent 8-0 before a crowd of 100 spectators
at the lower-campus soccer field.
The Boston College game effort was characterized by first-half
overeagerness and second-half demoralization, as the score continued
to mount. UMass
or rather, Duane Brown
scored a goal in each
of the first two periods, two goals in the third period, and one in the
last, before the visitors' subs notched the last three tallies.
As BC coach Gyorgy Lang said, "We had a tendency to overcommit ourselves in charging their ball-carriers." The better-conditioned
Redmen then sprinted past the off-balance BC defenders, aided by
their sharp passing game.
Co-captain Roman Martinez commented on the offense. "The scoring punch we had last year just isn't there yet." One is remined reluctantly of last fall's club, which lost its first 3 games before springing
back to a 7-1-1 record for the remainder of the season.
The next homegame is a week from today, against Springfield;
between how and then the Eagles will endeavor to balance the wonlost column in away games at Holy Cross and Nichols.
?

?

Trackmen best BU,

Tufts

By Don Piette
Sports Staff
The Boston College Harriers began their season on the right foot
Sept. 28th when they posted a decisive victory in their first triangular meet of the season.

When the dust had settled at Franklin Park, the B.C. runners
found themselves on top of their adversaries by an impressive margin.
The final tally was BC 33, BU 48, and Tufts 50.
The best time for the Eagles was turned in by junior John Kinchla, who covered the grueling 4.7 mile course in 25 minutes and 6
seconds, c placed fourth in the race, with four other teammates in
the top ten to support his efforts.
The freshman distance runners also earned a share of the honors
in their own victory. Dick Mahoney placed first on the 3.1 mile track
with a respectable time of 16:24.6. The freshman squad also placed
five men in the top ten to complete their win.
Coach Bill MacNeill, freshman track coach now replacing injured
varsity coach Bill Gilligan, feels that he has inherited a fine team
with great depth. The next meet is with UConn, a tough oppoent, at
Storrs, Connecticut. The team ought to be in top shape by then with a
little more conditioning, for a lot of injured runners are recovering
their prior form.

